
Goodbye!

PhysTeV 2023 - session 1



Here we are











A lot of work done!

● ~20 slack channels

● wiki pages are updated, thanks for that!

● stay in touch with the conveners!
- (if needed) dedicated mailing lists

● maybe also new collaborations were established….



….in one sentence….

a positive edition!



- “Les Houches spirit”: ✔

- Les Houches theme: ✔
https://phystev.cnrs.fr/wiki/2023:lh2023_music_theme

- Weather: ✔ (by far my best edition)

- share your pics:
link at https://phystev.cnrs.fr/wiki/2023:participants:start



What’s next? (1)

Ample freedom to publish work that started, or was boosted, during your stay in LH:

- By the end of the summer: short document summarizing the discussions that 
took place in Les Houches.

- through the conveners, each “project” can contribute at this stage by preparing 
a ½- to 1-page long section.

- once ready, such document will be sent to arxiv, and it will “stay alive” for about 
18 months.

- It will be updated 2-3 times:



What’s next? (2)

- If you work on something that gets published in a journal, please 
acknowledge PhysTeV in your paper, and let us know. We will update the 
previous document accordingly (adding a paragraph if necessary).

- For work that is not suited for publication in a journal (which can be the case 
for some important studies kicked-off here), you can either send it to arxiv 
acknowledging PhysTeV, or it can be included in the previous document, after 
the first “general” part.

- WIP: we are currently checking if there are journals with sections where the 
latter contributions can be considered for publication. 



Thanks to

● Dominique, Véronique, Virginie at LAPTh in Annecy

● Elsa, Isabel, Marina, Patrick here at the Ecole

● Fawzi and Jean-Philippe in Annecy

….and…



● Thanks to Cedric and Bjoern for bearing with me, and Philippe for helping us

● Thanks to the conveners for their great (and tough) work

● Thanks to all of you for your enthusiasm!

We hope you had a good time, and to see many interesting results in the coming 
months!



See you in 2025!!

16 June / 4 July


